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A full range of bench planes American Piano Maker’s Planes mitre. Even recently, surBy Martin Shepherd
were utilized from the beginning
rounded by increased mechaof the piano industry until innization, this type of plane has
creased mechanization made
remained in use in the Steintheir use obsolete, or at least, less
way factory to create the
common.
These
included
crown in the middle of the
smoothing, jack, and jointer
keybed of their grand pianos.
planes in transitional, metallic,
These planes were patterned
and wooden forms. Wooden
after the English box mitres,
forms were used first, until Leonand earlier planes from the
ard Bailey, Stanley, and others
European mainland, primarily
introduced their line of metallic
France, Germany, and Italy,
bench planes after the Civil War.
with a low angle blade for cutNew York City piano makers and
ting end grain and the irregutheir workers, however, had a Above is a Napoleon Erlandsen low angle mi- lar, difficult grains of some
need for several specialized tre plane signed twice on rear infill, with the
exotic hardwoods. The tall
rounded
step-down.
This
would
have
been
planes, which were supplied by
sides of the plane, set square
Hammacher Schlemmer catalog number 113A
New York tool makers, such as with 8″ sole, 1 3/4″ iron, and non-plated body. to the sole, enable the tool to
Napoleon and Julius Erlandsen,
be used on its side to shoot
Joseph Popping, Lauritz Brandt, and George
mitres and angles, and could also be used with a
Thorested. These included box mitres, shoulder,
shooting board. It is actually a very large block
bullnose, and miniature forms, and were known as
plane, and Leonard Bailey/Stanley introduced the
New York City infill planes.
#9 (their version of a mitre plane) before the proThe famous and sought-after Erlandsen mitre
duction of their other block planes. These were
plane, is shown above: it helped enable dedicated
also sold as “smooth planes,” as in the Hamworkers to build many pianos before the days of
macher Schlemmer catalog, so there were many
mass-production panel sanders, thickness planers,
uses.
and after that for those working for the smaller
Before this group of New York toolmakers
piano makers. In my opinion there is no other specould produce an adequate amount of specialized
cialized plane that can be characterized as a
planes for the piano industry, English mitre, re“piano plane” to the same extent as the Erlandsen
bate, and other infill planes were imported. But
these planes were expensive, especially with the
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President’s Corner
Wow, I am amazed at how fast the current year sped
away, right before our eyes! Here we are anticipating the
Holidays while balancing work and family so that we can
get everything done in time. In spite of all the changes
that have enveloped us this year, we can be grateful for
the opportunities afforded us in this great country. I am
grateful to all of you who are CRAFTS members and to
our fine directors for your sustained interest and active
participation. CRAFTS would not be a viable club without you. Thank you!
Your Directors have recently met and continue to
work together to improve our practices and services. We
have developed a strategic plan which will lead us in focusing more energy on identifying the needs of younger
craftsmen, who like to work with hand tools. To that end,
you will see us represented at more woodworker and
crafts-worker meetings in 2017. We are also piloting
“tool education” presentations with historical groups.
These events will help us learn what community historical groups may need to help them from a tool perspective.
Tool history and use are relevant to all of these initiatives.
Expect some exciting updates from Bob Garay on the
Rockaway Bell Project and from Joe Hauck on the Solitude House (Taylor-Wharton) project.
We are actively kicking off our apprenticeship program. We are hoping that each of you will consider helping us by volunteering to apprentice with one of our directors in an area of your interest. Please “e-mail” me if
you would like more information. We have other opportunities too. We would like to create member liaisons with
other tool groups. So if you are active in other tool groups
and would like to share information from CRAFTS to
your group please let me know. We are interested in creating “conduits of communication” and networking.
Please check out our fine “craftsofnj.org” website.
James Travis and Wylie McVey have loaded older “Tool
Sheds” on to the site. They are now available to Google
searches. There is a wealth of information here! Please
create a “Member ID” and check out our forums. We
would like to build more activity here. Also, check out
our CRAFTS Facebook site - “CRAFTS of NJ”. Let me
know your ideas for improving our use of this vehicle.
Lastly, get ready for our CRAFTS Auction now being
prepared for April 8, 2017. If you have any “sparklers”
you would like to auction, contact Steve Zlucky .
I wish all of you the very happiest of Holiday observances and celebrations! Recognizing and promoting diversity is our strength.
Ivan Raupp
ivanraupp@aol.com

(Cont. from pg. 1)

so sufficient quantities were not available at a reasonable price. Also, the size of English mitre planes at the
time averaged ten or eleven inches, somewhat larger
than what was sought by the U.S. pianomakers.
A major difference between the Erlandsen box mitre planes and the older English box mitre planes was
that the main iron body of the Erlandsen plane was cast
in a single piece compared to the English practice,
where the sides of the plane were dovetailed to the sole,
which was a more expensive and laborious process.
Napoleon Erlandsen, who was an expert machinist, was
able to maintain quality and save expense by using this
efficient approach. The front of the sole was cast in a
separate piece, though, which provided the user with an
adjustable mouth, as well as making the mouth
(aperture for the blade) easier to manufacture. A small
mouth was necessary for fine cutting and avoiding
grain tear-out in this type of low angle plane. These
were simple planes that worked very
well, and never incorporated
the adjustment mechanisms that StanBailey used in their
planes, but the specialized New York
infill planes were
often the tools of
choice for the piano
making workers on
the East coast of Above - Early Lauritz Brandt dovethe United States. tailed mitre plane, c. 1842 to 1844,
The New York with traditional cross bridge and
wedge.
type mitre plane
was first introduced in the 1840’s. Lauritz Brandt
owned and ran a machine shop in N.Y. from 1842 to
1880 at several locations over the years. Brandt arrived
in the U.S. in 1836, at the age of 29. Brandt’s early
mitre planes were of the traditional British
design with dovetailed construction
and a cross bridge wedge. (See
photo above.) Brandt was the
first to introduce the adjustable mouth to this
type of plane. In
the mid 1840s,
Brandt pioneered
the use of lever
caps for the N.Y.
Photo - 3
mitre plane.
Below in photo
-3 is an unmarked
Brandt iron rabbet Brandt rabbet plane with steel cutter
plane with sides seat, c. 1842-1860.

pinned together over a rosewood infill, consisting of
two pieces, one in front, and the other in back, behind
and underneath the sloped steel cutter seat. A steel triangular shaped spacer or keeper was placed directly in
front of the rosewood wedge, and the top of the steel
cutter seat can be seen behind the wedge and iron. The
plane has a very thick sole, 1/4″ in fact, and the escapement has the combined rectangle and circle which was
used by Brandt, Thorested, and the Erlandsens. This
particular plane had a smaller circle, though, which was
positioned more on the top corner of the rectangle rather than more out in front of the rectangle, with the
bottom of the circle creating a front ‘shelf’ before the
actual mouth, as seen on most Erlandsen and Thorested
rabbets.
George Thorested, who was born 1821 in Norway,
emigrated to New York City May 29, 1850, at the age
of 29. He was the
first among the New
York planemakers to
develop the cast iron
body for the mitre
plane.
Thorested’s
earlier mitres, however, were made of iron
sides dovetailed to a George Thorested small cast iron
steel or iron sole, in a mitre plane, circa 1854-1858, 6traditional style simi- 3/8″ long, with 1-1/2″ iron.
lar to that of his elder colleague Lauritz Brandt. With
the exception, of course, that these planes had adjustable mouths, in contrast to the English mitres.
Its fairly likely that Thorested made planes at other
owner’s machine shops before establishing his own
workshop at 23 Hamersley St. in 1854. In 1856, Thorested’s machine shop address changed to 5 Hamersley
St. Both mitre and rabbet planes made
by Thorested are scarce, because his period of tool
production was cut
short, and limited
to the 1850s. He
died August 6,
1858 in Manhattan, at the age of
37. I would estimate that the cast G. Thorested rabbet plane, cast iron
with two halves pinned together, c.
iron mitres and
1854-1858, sold by Meyer & Eiffler,
rabbet planes with 209 Bowery St. N.Y. Threaded rosea double casting, wood plugs for adjustment screw
were made after holes not shown in this photo. Deeply
Thorested had his recessed adjustment screws for adown
shop
in justable mouth.
1854. The earlier
(Cont. on pg. 4)
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dovetailed mitres and pinned rabbets would have required a number of files and a few other hand tools,
which could have easily been carried around to various
machine shops during Thorested’s first years in the
U.S. whereas the necessary time for experimentation
and room for casting equipment would have best been
done in his own space. Cast iron
planes of any kind were uncommon during this 1850s period, which many consider the zenith of
wooden planemaking.
Napoleon Erlandsen, a Danish
immigrant (18311900), moved to Julius Erlandsen mitre plane. This
New York, and be- photo shows the triangular stepgan making tools for down on the front toe extension.
the piano trade
around 1863. Napoleon was a skilled machinist, designer and woodworker, and he developed a tool making business that supplied Hammacher Schlemmer, Alfred Dolge, American Felt Co., and Schley, as well as
other piano tool and supply retailers. He developed a
full line of tools for tuners, action regulators, case makers, bellymen, and other allied tradesmen. His son, Julius (1866-1956), joined him in the early 1880s, and
they worked together until about 1894, when Napoleon
retired. Napoleon was severely injured in a streetcar
accident and died as a result of his injuries in 1900.
Julius continued the business until at least 1940, according to the US federal census.

Erlandsen rabbet plane, with finger hole, fine fixed
mouth, and original red paint.

Napoleon Erlandsen shared a machine shop from
1864-1875 with mentor Lauritz Brandt during his early
years. Thus Erlandsen learned the piano tool industry
from Brandt and later became the leading maker in NY
City. The Erlandsens employed four workers in 1897
and had a steady business up until the Great Depression
of the 1930’s.
Joseph Popping a NY City maker (b 1842 in Prussia) output was limited to iron and bronze planes, mostly for the piano industry, and some of it through HamTHE TOOLSHED - DEC. 2016
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macher Schlemmer. Popping’s
machine shop operations were
established in 1873 and
curtailed in late 1903.
In 1897, Joseph
Popping employed 3
workers. The 1900
Joseph PopUS census revealed
ping.
Early rabthat Popping was
bet plane, rare verstill working, altsion, with Stanley No. 113
hough “unemployed” for
lever cap screw.
two months out of that
year, so business was either slowing down or Popping took time off for personal or health reasons.
Joseph Popping bought his lever cap screws for
these mitre planes from Leonard Bailey (1825-1905),
whose patents were bought by Stanley Rule and Level
Co. Bailey lever cap screws, made for the Victor line
of planes, would have been in pro8″ Popping mitre
duction between
plane, with L. Bai1875
and
ley lever cap screw.
1888.
Popping
probably bought
enough
Bailey
screw inventory to
continue making
mitre planes into the
1890s. Production of Popping mitres, however, was minuscule when compared to the very
popular Popping shoulder planes, because
his mitres were never big sellers. The piano industry,
large as it was in the late 19th century, consisted of a
specialized, confined market, and the Popping mitre
was competing with the less expensive Bailey/Stanley
No. 9 cabinet makers block plane, as well as the upmarket Erlandsen mitre. Shoulder planes made by Popping, however, with the true shoulder plane profile and
hand holds for challenging joinery, really had no competitor in the United States, except for the more expensive British imports. –Stanley shoulder planes, Nos.
92, 93, and 94, were introduced in 1902, when Joseph

J. Popping bullnose planes, same casting pattern, but
slightly different as a result of hand finishing. Gunmetal
example is much heavier because the blade is bedded on
solid bronze, which extends all the way to the sole.

Popping was in the process of winding his operation
down, and retiring.
Even though Thorested, Brandt, and Popping have
held special interest for collectors seeking rare tools, it
was the Erlandsens who truly left their mark on the piano industry. Based on the number of tools that have
been found, Julius Erlandsen’s output appears to have
been predominantly specialized piano tools, while more
planes and bow drills with Napoleon’s mark seem to
have survived. Concurrent market demands during the
span of the Erlandsen’s output (1863–c1940) are in line
with the numbers of various extant Erlandsen tools.
While the relatively small output of Thorested,
Brandt and Popping did not have the impact or influence on the piano industry when compared to the much
larger and broader output of the Erlandsens, the study
of these makers uncovered the development of the New
York pianomakers planes. And without question, Napoleon and Julius Erlandsen were influenced by Brandt
and Thorested, as it can be seen in the design aspects of
their planes and bow drills.
Right is the early
Leonard Bailey no. 9
cabinet makers block
plane (or pianomaker’s mitre plane). This
one has the Aug 31, 1858 patent date. It was cast iron,
and has an adjustable mouth. Number nines were described as 10″ long,. After the turn of the century, the
sole was shortened; this was probably driven by customer demand as well as to compete more closely with
Erlandsen.
The plane right
was intended for the
piano industry, as
well as for cabinet
makers. The Stanley
No. 97 was used to
clean up interior surfaces right up to the edges, like a
chisel, but with the added support of the sole combined
with a fixed blade angle. It was also good for cleaning
up glue lines and doing trimming (a protruding dowel,
for example) without harming an existing finish.
Stanley offered small finger planes No. 101 & No.
100 made from 1877 to 1962. These very small planes
were included in most of the piano supply catalogs between 1885 and 1940, because it was small, useful for a
number of repairs, and could easily fit into a mobile
tuner’s kit. These detail planes were used to remove
wood in situations where today, sanding or filing would
be more commonplace.
Stanley developed a whole series of cast iron rabbet planes for performing very accurate work. Focused

for the cabinetmaker the
Stanley No. 90’s series of
planes were also used by
piano makers. The smaller
No. 90 bull nose plane has
a removable front section
to make it a good plane for Above left Stanley No.101
getting into corners. Of and above right No. 100.
course the fine depth adjustment and machining of these planes made it suitable
for the fine work of the pianomaker.
Miniature coffin-smoothing planes like the ones
shown below right were often used by piano makers for
fine shaping of piano parts. As did the full range of
wooden bodied planes, they
became less used by the
turn of the 20th century,
and were not made in any
significant quantity after
the 1920s. These are very
small planes, about 3-1/2 to
5-1/2 inches in length, usually with a 1-1/4-inch cutter.
Above top is the Stanley No.
There are many other 93 and bottom the No. 90.
planes used by the pianomaker over the years. Of course these American
planes were reflective of the ones found earlier in England and other countries, and they greatly influenced
the planes made here. The pianomakers planes made in
New York City were made by machinists and often a
craftsman would go to a
local machinist in their
own town and request a
special plane made for
their work. Thus planes
made by unknown makers show up and are a
constant puzzle for todays collector. But that is
what makes collecting
Above left - rosewood plane
antiques so enjoyable.
with steel sole and double iron.
Upper right plane has a strongMartin Shepard is a piano
ly compassed bottom.
technician in the San Francisco Peninsula. He has spent over thirty years servicing and
studying the history of pianos and the tools used. The last
issue of the Tool Shed featured his research on pianomaker’s
braces. In the next issue of the Tool Shed, Martin will present
his research on drills used by pianomakers.
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Hand Powered Watchmakers Machines
By Pat Ryan
I have been collecting hand and foot powered machines for a few years now. The innovation in the
minds of the people who developed and made these
machines has always amazed me. The ingenuity and
skill and precision needed for many of these machines
by people using not much more than hand tools inspires
me. I always keep in the front on my mind the time period these tools where being made and used. What was
going on in the world and what life must have been

Pat Ryan’s display of hand powered watchmaker’s machines
at this years CRAFTS picnic.

like. It’s hard to imagine.
If you were at this year’s CRAFTS picnic, you may
have seen my display inside the building of hand powered watchmaker machines. I tried to spend time at my
table to show and demonstrate the machines to the best
of my ability. There was a lot of interest and a lot of
questions. You see
these
machines
come up in different places but it’s
not always clear
what these things
are or how they
work, or what they
are supposed to do.
Some people even
told
me
they
owned some of
these things but
didn’t know what
they were. Hopefully some questions got answered.
Hand powered
machines are pow- St. John brass bow lathe with lathe
ered mostly by a mandrel having an adjustable center
crank
turning disk. This one shows the wax chuck.
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gears, a handled
flywheel and belt
turning pulleys or
a bow. Some of
the earlier watchmaker’s
lathes
are what are
called
“wax”
lathes. “Wax” is a
kind of generic
term for an adhesive used to stick
the piece that was
to be worked on
to a “wax chuck”,
which is a smooth
brass or iron chuck. They can be flat, cylinder or cone
shaped, or whatever shape was needed to hold the work
piece. The wax could be made from different things.
Shellac and something called watchmakers tar were
sometimes used. The watchmaker would heat the wax
to soften it, use it to stick his work piece to the chuck,
and let it cool and harden for a moment. After he did
what he had to do, he would heat it again to soften it
and take the piece off, wipe it off and move on to his
next task. That’s what the alcohol lamps or candles we
see in with watchmaker and jewelers tools were used
for, melting the
wax. I had two
signed wax lathes
in my display that
pre-dated
1860.
One by James M.
Bottum, with a patent for a chuck
improvement, July
15, 1851. Another
one by R. H. St.
John, also with a
chuck patent on
March 29. 1859.
Wax lathes were
mostly bow driven.
In
1859
Charles Moseley
invented the split
chuck or “collet”
held by a draw bar
that is still in use
today, and made
the wax lathe obsolete. I had two
Lorch 8mm lathe with Charles
lathes that used this
Mosely 1859 chuck.

collet and draw bar method. Both made by Lorch, Germany, in 6mm and 8mm size. Both in the “Geneva”
style that was mostly European. They were mounted to
Lorch crank drives; one was vise mounted the other had
a built in clamp, and clamped directly to the bench. Notice that the pulleys on the lathes are on the outside of
the body. They were made this way so when mounted
to these drivers
the belt could be
crisscrossed and
not be obstructed
by the lathe. Thus
as you cranked the
wheel, the lathe
would turn on the
correct direction
towards you. The
head stock also
pivots.
The Mandrel
lathe was a more
heavy duty lathe Mandrell lathe uses its faceplate to
and a step up from clamp the work piece. Its faceplate has
the wax lathe. The a diameter of only 2 ¼ inches. Normally they are 4 ½ to 5 inches.
Mandrel lathe was
high tech for its time. They could be bow driven but
more often crank or wheel driven. They would have a
larger face plate with 3 clamps to hold the work piece.
A method still used today. There would be a cross slide
or tool rest to hold the cutter to the piece being worked
on.
The bow lathe drew a lot of interest. One comment
that was made several times was about the size of it.
They are not very big. They look a lot bigger on eBay.
The bow lathe is crank driven, and would usually have
8 to 12 different size cutters that can be rotated around
to the cutting position. Their use was to properly size
the end of the bow to fit into the crown. The bow is the
loop at the top of a pocket watch that you would fasten
your watch chain to if you had one. The crown is the
knurled winder knob of the watch. From their constant
Below rounding up lathe made by
Koch & Co. with box of collets.

moving against each other,
the bow and the crown needed to be changed periodically after becoming loose. You
could not take a chance on
the bow coming out and
your watch getting lost or
broken. It might take weeks
or months wages to buy another one.
The “Rounding Up
Lathe” generated a lot of
questions. These lathes do
not actually make the gears.
As they do not have an indexing plate to cut properly
spaced teeth, but are more
for repair. Watch and clock gears need to be repaired
from time to time. Teeth need to be repaired or replaced
- etc. The rounding up lathe would take care of that.
There are also smaller lathes that can be bow or just
finger powered to do small jobs that didn’t take much.
Also pivot polishers can be similar to a lathe and powered the same
ways but are for
polishing gear
pivots.
There
was a 5 inch
crank drill press
on my table.
Also a 4 inch
bow
driven
grinding wheel.
And the always
popular small
crank table saw
type tool for cutting off the ring on your finger after it
shrinks so much you can’t get it off.
This is a small list of hand powered watchmaker
machines. The list goes on and on. And this is a quick
description of what they are and what they do. There is
much more detailed and accurate information available
and it’s not hard
to find if you
look. I encourage
you to share your
knowledge
of
watchmaker machines and tool
and how they are
used.
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CRAFTS Picnic – 2016
By Ivan Raupp & Dave Nowicki

To my mind, the CRAFTS picnic is the best of all
of the activities offered to its membership. It’ a full
day of tool trading, talking tools with old friends and
fellow collectors, sharing new finds with those who
share the same passion for knowledge, the delight in
each new acquisition, getting to see fabulous tool displays, a catered lunch, followed by a “What’s it?” program and finally awards and prizes. Whew, I’m out of
breath just thinking about it. Beginning just before daybreak and throughout early morning the trading areas
continued to fill-up until there were more than thirty
CRAFTS members
setting out all manner
of tools for inspection.
By midmorning everything
was in full swing and
just watching the
continual back and
forth movement of
buyers and sellers
along with the buzz
of active conversa- The tailgate sales had plenty of time
tion adding to the to catch up with old friends.
day’s enjoyment.
All who attended this year’s picnic were fortunate
to see an informative demonstration of decoy carving
by Jamie Hand and Cooper Rossner. We were able to
see these two gifted and personable decoy carvers from
Cape May County New Jersey, which is a cultural center for a unique style in decoy carving.
J. P. Hand is a master carver. He has been carving
ducks from Jersey white cedar for about 40 years. His
family has lived in Cape May County since the 1700s.
Hand learned his
craft from two masters
Hurley
Conklin, and Harry
Shourds, a thirdgeneration
decoy
carver and NEA National Heritage Fellow. In that tradition,
he's taken on several
apprentices including
Dave Billig and
Cooper Rossner.
Billig and Hand J.P. Hand on left explaining decoy
are part of a tradition carving. Cooper Rossner center
with deep local roots; demonstrates the carving technique.
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one that Rossner, and many others, say is a uniquely
American tradition. According to Rossner, no one
knows for certain how long people have been carving
decoys. Some sources indicate that American Indians
began using decoys to lure waterfowl and get them in
close enough to hunt.
A
curious
group of CRAFTS
members surrounded
Hand
and
Rossner as they
created decoys and
shore birds right
before their eyes.
While
Rossner
carved, Hand explained that Jersey Two decoys hand carved and painted
decoys are carved by J.P. Hand.
from native white
“Jersey” cedar. Jersey white cedar grows on the edge of
slowly flowing rivers in many places in south Jersey.
It’s carved and shaped easily with several common
tools including the knife, drawknife, and hand axe. Jersey cedar also takes paint well. The decoys are hollow
to save weight in transportation to the hunting site as
well as on the duck hunting boats, also made of white
cedar.
Cooper showed us a block of white cedar that was
the raw material for his carving. Actually it was two
blocks of white cedar roughly one foot long, eight inches wide, and three inches high. The blocks were temporarily screwed together for carving. After shaping they
are separated and hollowed out. Using a razor sharp
“Fiskars” hand axe he expertly shaped the decoy body.
Among the more interesting historical facts that he
shared was the history of the work benches that he and
Cooper use. The simple plank benches have four legs
and are just big enough for a person to sit upon. Their
unique form dates back to those brought to America by
his English ancestors who settled the Cape May Region
in the earliest days of the colonial era. Unique to these
benches is a series of three stacked and joined wooden

Complete kit of piano tuner’s tools in leather roll.

blocks at one end on the bench. These blocks are referred to as “the Stairway to Heaven”. The carver uses
this stairway to hold his work in various positions as he
carves.
Cooper and Jamie are a great team who work together to keep the unique craft of Jersey decoy carving
alive and well. They use a mix of old and newer tools
where it makes sense, just as most of our own practical
ancestors would have done. Jamie stresses that the
methods used in carving are flexible and are ultimately
the choice of the carver. The finished result is what
makes the unique practical decoy what it is, a joy to
hunt with and often a thing of beauty!
By late morning, it was time to look at the displays
assembled by our members. These are always a treat as
you will get to see
some amazing things,
some of which you
probably haven’t seen
before and may not see
again.
For many
CRAFTS members this
is the only time they get
to show their collections. Whether it’s the
subject matter, the artistic quality or the well
Hand made windmill display by
thought out method of
Charles Hildebrant.
displaying their ideas I
wasn’t disappointed as the displays were simply wonderful. The first I viewed was a well-organized display
of piano maker’s and piano tuner’s tools. You almost
never see piano maker’s tools for sale and when you do
it’s usually just a tuning hammer used to tighten strings.
Here was a grouping of more than fifty tools, planes,
braces, drills, etc., in addition to what looked like a
complete kit of piano tuning tools. Next, a display of
hand powered machines, beautiful jewelers and watchmakers lathes in shiny nickel, bright brass and cast iron,
all made to operate with hand power either by turning a
crank or using a bow to provide the circular motion. In
another display, one of our members has taken up the

task of creating wind vanes that represent his ancestor’s
business pursuits. In past years there have been representations of a saw mill as well as the planting and harvesting activities of a nurseryman. This year’s wind
vane was a beautiful rendition of a cider mill complete
with miniature copper jugs waiting to be filled. All of
the parts have been hand made using brass, copper and
glass with a complete explanation of how they were
made including special methods, such as “metal spinning” where brass spheres were made by forcing discs
of metal over a spinning wooden form on a lathe. Following that, was an unusual, at least to me, display of
the tools and implements used on a farm to control various animals. Having no farming background I found
this display fascinating and very educational. Last, but
certainly not least, an amazing display showcasing the
evolution, through the tools of a Philadelphia family of
tool makers, beginning with T. Brown, followed by
Booth and Mills, Booth Mills and Co., John Booth and
Son, E. mills and Co and finally Bagshaw and Field.
The tools included in this display were all of the highest
quality and truly amazing. They were highlighted by a
brace, with a head of carved ivory that was made and
exhibited by John Booth in 1874 at the Franklin Institute. It was one of the most beautiful tools I’ve ever
seen.
These displays contain some of the finest tools
you’re likely to see anywhere. If you have a collection,
large or small that you think might interest others or
even a single tool that you’d like to display there is no
better place to do it than at the CRAFTS picnic. You
can hone your skills in setting up a display with virtually no pressure and if you’d like help or a critique you
can get a friendly one from one of the many experts on
hand.
The CRAFTS picnic seems to run like clockwork
but it takes a lot of effort to make it successful. That
effort was evident this year as we all had a wonderful
time. Thanks to Ken and Annette Vliet and their team
of volunteers for another successful CRAFTS picnic.

Booth brace with carved
ivory head. Upper left corner is medallion from
Franklin Institute exhibit.

The success of many years of CRAFTS picnics are due to the
hard work of Kenny Vliet. Here he rests during tailgating.
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Plane Crazy - Joe Hauck
Robert Eastburn 18th Century Planemaker?
I recently found a digital copy of Longworth’s New
York Almanac for the year 1801. The directory of
tradesman yielded a few surprises, listed as a carpenter
at 26 Rutgers was Consider Alford pushing back his potential working dates. The bigger surprise was Robert
Eastburn, plane-maker, 217 William! Alex Farnham had
fixed his working date at least as far back as June of
1802 with the discovery of an article of that date in the
New Brunswick Advertiser which stated Eastburn was
involved in planemaking. The 1801 directory is early
enough to still retain the usage of the German “s” which
looks like a cursive “f” and it was printed in 1800 for

Scan of Longworth’s New York Almanac 1801
showing Robert Eastburn - Planemaker

sale in 1801. Obviously there is more to the story of
New Jersey’s earliest planemaker. So I hit the books, the
NJ Archives series, as well as a short biography by William Nelson, and a large genealogy volume by Hettie
Walton and Eastburn Reeder on the Eastburn family.
From the genealogy book we learn that there were
five Roberts in a direct line. The first to bring his family
to Philadelphia was Robert E. (1) married to Sarah Preston, a Quaker couple who arrived with their children in
1714. Their tenth child who was born in England in
1710
was
Robert
(2)
who married
Agnes Jones
in 1733. This
Robert
was
captured by
the
Indians Unique profile on R. EASTBURN plane.
while on a
trade mission to Oswego in 1756 and handed over to the
French with his son Joseph in 1756. Ultimately they
were able to leave Quebec and arrived in New York in
October of 1757 and Capt. Robert subsequently published an account of his ordeal. His son Joseph according to Nelson resumed his trade of cabinetmaker when
he returned to Philadelphia and he later fought at PrinceTHE TOOLSHED - DEC. 2016
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ton in the Revolution. His
trade is of interest as he is
the younger brother of
Robert (3) born in 1743
and therefore the uncle of
Robert (4) born in 1774
our planemaker. Robert (4)
had a son Robert born in
1817 and he may have
continued the planemaker Crowned owners initials on
R. Eastburn plane.
trade.
The NJ Archives has
the extracts of wills that were previously published in
AWP. but the newspaper extracts were interesting. Capt.
Robert the French and Indian War veteran died in Philadelphia in 1778 the same year the British captured the
city and the remaining family fled to New Brunswick. In
1778 Robert(3) advertised in New Brunswick explaining

Large R. EASTBURN mark is unrecorded.
he
lost a
lottery
ticket in Philadelphia and wanted to be sure if he won
the money would be held for him. In April of 1779 his
shop was broken into and robbed of a broad array of
goods but he still had significant items that he had for
sale. Jersey was a hotbed of Loyalist and his shop may
have
been
robbed for that
reason. Subsequent ads indicate a successful
business.
Since I had
previously sold
all my Eastburn
planes to focus
on New York Early Robert Eastburn plane with lignum
makers, I need- vitae boxing.
ed to locate
some planes of his to take some pictures. A visit to Steve
Zluky yielded more surprises. Two unrecorded marks,
one the later small R. Eastburn strike with crowned initials and the other a large R. Eastburn stamp in fact larger than the currently listed “A” mark. Steve also had an
Eastburn plane with lignum boxing, the first I have seen.
This is almost always a characteristic of Pennsylvania
makers, especially Philadelphia. Clearly there is more to
the Eastburn story but it will take some real digging in
the Hall of Records in New Brunswick, and of course

CRAFTS Antique Tool Auction SPARKLERS
CRAFTS is presently accepting consignments for the
April 8, 2017 auction. All lots must be $40 in value minimum and if not so, the Auction Manager will redistribute
the lots to make the value this minimum. We will not be
accepting lots of low level items - a goal of CRAFTS is to
make our auction a highly regarded event. Below and right
is some of the early auction sparklers received.

Auction sparklers Above Metallic patent plane. Right Standard Tool Co.
smooth plane.

WANT ADS
Help With Tool Collections - I can assist you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools. Call Bob Garay (973)
398-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
Authentic Tools for tr aditional tr ades –
www.TimelessToolsandTreasures.com - 603-588-2603;
jane@shorthillstudio.com
Need Help disposing of your tools or home items? Entir e
or partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The lar gest antique tool website
on earth buying and selling fine antique tools. Call Jim at 518
-537-8665 or email jim@jimbodetools.com.
The Tool Exchange –Australia’s home of fine old tools for
sale. Our website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship to
over 30 countries. www.toolexchange.com.au
WV Tools: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentr ating on bitstock tools and more.
Check Out – Tom Lamond’s yester year stools.com, an internet magazine on hand tools, their makers and their markings.
Wanted - Bell System tools and electr ician’s plier s. Ted
Davidson 609-731-6915
Antique Tool Restoration - John Porritt, Spencertown, NY.
518-392-0603, email - PORRITT3@GMAIL.COM
Wanted - Carrying case for full size Buff & Buff transit. Larry Cohen—516-825-8689
Whitney House Antiques Tool Shop - Antique & user quality tools for sale - Lafayette Mill Antique Center, Lafayette, NJ
- www.whitneyhousetoolshop.com
Wanted - The following Stanley rules in Very Good to Fine
condition: Nos. 4, 14(6",2f), 59, 70, 76, 77, 78. Call Stew
May 201-907-0823
For Sale - No. 2 Emmert Vise - very good cond. smaller size.
$325. Joe Hauck 908-236-2072
For Sale - 13” South Bend Lathe, Rich - (973)361-3081
120V, Dimensions = 2’8”x 5’5”x6’9” - 2 chucks & more.

CRAFTS members are permitted to submit a 2-3 line ad
to the Tool Shed for publication. If you want your ad to
run in another upcoming Tool Shed please contact editor—Bob Garay—takeadip@optonline.net.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N. River Styx Rd.
Hopatcong, NJ 07843

TOOL EVENTS
Dec. 2 - David Stanley Auction, England, David Stanley,
www.davidstanley.com, 011-44-1530-222320.
Jan. 28 - M-WTCA Area P Meet, 22nd annual meet/dealer
show and Brown Auction. Wyndham Garden York, York,
PA. Don Stark, Starkcd@aol.com, 717-367-5207
Feb. 5 – Crafts of NJ Monthly Meeting, Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge, NJ, Ivan Raupp, ivanraupp@aol.com
Feb. 22 - LIATCA meeting , Frand Brush Barn, 239 Middle County Rd, Smithtown, NY, Chris Bender, 631-8211675 - tooltiques@aol.com
Mar. 11– Patina Dealer Sale & Annual Auction, Damascus
(Maryland) Fire hall . Dave Murphy 703-819-6880.
March 24-25 - 46th Brown Tool Sale & Auction –, Camp
Hill, PA - Jim Gehring, 800.248.8114 - www.finetoolj.com
Apr. 2 – Crafts of NJ Monthly Meet, Masonic Lodge, High
Bridge, NJ, Ivan Raupp, ivanraupp@aol.com
Apr. 8 – Crafts of NJ 2016 Annual Auction, Oldwick Fire
House, Rt 523, Oldwick, NJ Steve Zluky 908-534 -2710.
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CRAFTS PICNIC PHOTOS
By Annette Vliet

